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1 Introduction 
This document is an overview of some of the considerations to be made when sizing and tuning 
your Netcool/Impact systems. The objective is to provide the sizing, tuning or product software 
configuration recommendations to achieve the proper product performance for the event capacities 
occurring in your environment.  This document is not meant to serve as a comprehensive or formal 
guide, but merely provide a good place to start when initializing your Impact sizing requests. 
 
These recommendations are based upon performance observation during the product Performance 
Verification Test. Tuning the Netcool/Impact Service start with identifying the current Impact JVM 
settings and enabling JVM Garbage Collection (GC) logging. Next, an event representative 
workload was run to determine Impact system size boundaries.  The size boundaries were 
determined by analyzing the system GC logs, CPU, disk, Memory and network statistics. 
 

2 Sizing your Netcool/Impact System 
The most important consideration when sizing your Netcool/Impact system resource requirements 
will be the size of the average and burst event rates occurring in your environment.  These event 
estimates will determine your Netcool/Impact system CPU, memory and disk requirements. Your 
initial sizing estimates should be based upon these event metrics and then adjusted to compensate 
for other metrics as needed. 
 
The sizing for this release started with the sizing estimates for the previous product, IBM Tivoli 
Netcool/Impact 6.1.1 as a guide and made adjustments as necessary based on the performance 
results. As a baseline, the sizing capacity of each system was determined at the point where the 
CPU utilization reached 40 percent at the maximum event processing throughput. Based on the 
current performance data, the Netcool/Impact 7.1 sizing recommendations fall into small, medium 
and Large Netcool/Impact systems categories.  

 
The following system sizing examples are based on a single simple enrichment policy retrieving 
one row from a DB2 database for enrichment. However if executing multiple polices or services 
your event processing throughput could be different. A small system is recommended mostly for 
test or to verify system functionality. Use the following link for additional sizing requirements. 
 
Software Product Compatibility Reports 
 
This sizing example produced the following sizing recommendations; however, in a production 
environment it is recommended to have at least a two server clustered system for failover 
capability.  
 

2.1 Small System  

In a small system, the event capacity will be 250 events per second or less. The deployment will be 
a single impact server consisting of the Impact GUI and backend server. Although the minimum 
specification is generally not to be recommended, there are some customers with environments 
where the event rates are very low for which the minimum specification may be appropriate. The 
system resource estimates for a small system are the following: 
 

 2 Core Processor 

 4GB RAM (sufficient in these cases) 
 

http://www-969.ibm.com/software/reports/compatibility/clarity-reports/report/html/softwareReqsForProduct?deliverableId=1376920787251&osPlatforms=AIX|Linux|Solaris|Windows&duComponentIds=S002|S001&mandatoryCapIds=13|26&optionalCapIds=30|201|183|9|71|36
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2.2 Medium System 

Most systems sizing requests will tend to fall into this general category. A medium system is a 
single Impact server with an event capacity of 250 to 350 events per second. The recommended 
system resources are the following: 
 

 4 Core Processor 

 8GB RAM  
 

2.3 Large System 

A large system consists of two or more servers in a cluster. The normal event rate in this size 
category will be between 350 to 500 events per second. This size system occasionally will 
experience momentary burst or steady state event rates above 500 events per second. The user in 
this sizing category requires failover capability with the ability to maintain the normal stated event 
processing throughput load in case a server goes offline or fails.  
 
Your maximum event rate processing throughput for this size system will vary depending on 
network, event rate, event enrichment requirements and data sources performance capacities.  A 
Netcool/Impact two server system is capable of handling momentary event rates up to 1000 events 
per second. The following list shows the appropriate sizing request for each server: 
 

 6-8 Core Processor 

 12-16GB RAM  
 

The resource requirements for each server in the cluster is the same as the single server. Most 
customers also deploy an additional GUI server to provide multiple access points to the 
Netcool/Impact cluster. This size of system will require some additional tuning requirements that 
are described in the tuning section. 
 

2.4 CPU Recommendations 

 
Tivoli product specifications for processors typically recommend a minimum of 3.0GHz processors; 
however, modern processor architectures are achieving higher rates of throughput by sacrificing 
pure speed for more cores.  For applications such as Netcool/Impact that are highly multithreaded 
and benefit from parallelization, it’s possible to achieve the same performance using slower 
processor with more cores. In many cases, it may be entirely appropriate to deploy Netcool/Impact 
on a system with 4+ processing cores that are only 2.0GHz, or even slower.   
 

2.5 Policy Considerations 

 
It is important to consider the types of policies that are being executed on the Impact server. If the 
policies mostly involve executing data retrieval requests to external sources and event enrichment, 
the CPU is not likely to be overly taxed. However, if the policies that will be run involve significant 
data parsing or number crunching, they will be more CPU-intensive. In such cases, it is a good idea 
to add another processing core or two to the sizing recommendation, which will provide the Event 
Processor the additional resources to handle more CPU-intensive workloads. 
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2.5.1 Netcool/Impact JVM Heap Considerations 

For memory intensive workloads, tuning the Impact Server JVM options is recommended. In this 
sizing example, the default JVM options were used with no additional adjustments. Policy 
executions involved mostly data retrievals for event enrichment. 
 
The default JVM options are set as the following: 
 

 Starting JVM Heap Size 512M (Xms) 

 Maximum JVM Heap Size 1200M (Xmx) 
 
For memory intensive workloads, adjust the starting and maximum JVM heap sizes according to 
your system memory capacity and event processing workload needs. Change your Netcool/Impact 
JVM options by editing the “jvm.options” file located in the 
$IMPACT_HOME/wlp/usr/servers/<instance-name> directory. The instance name will be the value 
you set for the Impact instance name during installation. A server restart is required after making 
these changes. 
 
A typical update will be to double the starting and maximum JVM heap sizes for memory intensive 
workloads and then observe the JVM performance using a tool like the IBM Pattern Modeling and 
Analysis Tool for Java Garbage Collector, PMAT. The PMAT tool will give you an analysis as to 
whether there were any issues with the JVM heap size and give you recommendations for 
adjustments. The tool also allows you to graph various generation heap total memory, tenured and 
nursery memory measurements before and after GC. These graphs allow you to see how your 
Impact server is using JVM heap memory under event processing loads. 
 
If you normally expect to experience memory intensive workloads, you would set the starting JVM 
heap size to match the observed JVM memory utilization above. Set the maximum JVM heap size 
to cover your expected event burst event workloads. See the link in the appendix section for 
information on obtaining the PMAT tool.  

   

2.6 Impact GUI Server Sizing  

 
The load on the GUI server connected solely to the Impact server is typically very low. If the GUI 
server is running on the same system as the Impact server, merely adding 2GB RAM to the 
determined requirement for the Impact server should be sufficient. For example, if it’s 
recommended that a particular Impact deployment should run on a system with 4 processing cores 
@ 2.0GHz and 8GB RAM, then the GUI server can be deployed on the same system if the total 
RAM is increased to 10GB. 
 
Note here, when accessing multiple datatypes, enable them for UI Provider or when you have data 
type caching enabled, your GUI server memory consumption could be higher. 
 

2.7 Clustered Deployment Considerations 

Generally, customers who are interested in clustered Netcool/Impact deployments want the 
benefits of having a failover system or load balancing the event processing load across multiple 
Impact servers. Therefore, the cluster members should be sized no differently than single Impact 
server. For example, in a 2-server cluster environment each server should have the appropriate 
resource capacity for handling the normal event load in order to avoid downtime should one of the 
servers in the cluster go offline. 
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Typically, the largest cluster member, in other words the server with the largest amount of 
resources: memory, processor capacity or disk space should be the primary server. Typically the 
first server started in the cluster becomes the primary Impact server. For failback implementation, 
to designate your primary server, add the primary flag to the server properties file. The server 
properties file is located in the $IMPACT_HOME/etc directory. The server properties filename is 
“<instance-name>_server.props.” The server instance name is the value you set for the Impact 
instance name during installation, example “NCI_server.props.” Add the following line to the server 
properties file: 
 

 impact.server.preferredprimary=true 
 
 
The primary server in clustered environments will fetch events and process events. Secondary 
servers will only process events. Since the primary server runs the event readers/listeners and 
process events, the CPU utilization will be slightly higher on the primary Impact server.  
 
See the Data Source Connection Pool and Event Processing Threads section for details on setting 
secondary clusters Event Processor Thread Manager parameters. 
 

3 Tuning the Impact Server 
This release as observed from the performance results is not CPU intensive. No additional JVM 
starting and maximum heap adjustments will be required to achieve your optimal event processing 
throughput using simple event enrichment. However, there are other software configurations to 
consider which will ensure optimal event processing throughput performance. Also for polices 
which does extensive data parsing as compared to event enrichment, you can expect higher CPU 
utilization. 
 

3.1 Data Type Caching  

If you frequently view data items using the UI or execute policies using the “GetByKey” or 
“GetByfilter” functions in your Netcool/Impact environment, then data type caching can reduce the 
total number of direct queries made to your data sources. Data type caching reduces the load on 
external data sources and increases system performance by allowing frequently used data to be 
stored in a cache.  When you view data items in the UI or execute polices to retrieve data, the 
information is fetched from the cache rather than the database. 
 
The Impact data type caching configuration allows you to determine what type of caching to enable 
and how much data to store and for how long. Caching is best suited for static data where the data 
is not changing often.  When setting your cache size, note that a large cache size will use 
significantly more memory, but will save your time when the same data is referenced often. See the 
Netcool/Impact documentation link in appendix the section.  

 

3.2 Event Reader, Event Processor and Data Source Connection 
Pool Tuning 

During the product performance verification test cycle, it was observed that adjusting the default 
data source connection pool and event processing threads was necessary to maintain a balanced 
and stable event processing throughput execution. Table 1 and Table 2 on page 10  and 11 show 
the recommended settings for a system with a 6 core processor at 1.87 GHz and 16 GB RAM. The 
Object Server host used identical specifications to the Impact server in this sizing estimation. The 
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DB2 data source used for event enrichment data used a 4 core processor at 2.9 GHz with 8 GB of 
RAM. 
 

3.2.1 Event Reader Tuning 

The event reader has settings to control its polling interval, SQL query fetch size and the maximum 
queue size. You will make adjustments to these settings based of the event rate occurring in your 
environment. The polling interval adjustment can be done from the GUI or by editing the event 
reader properties file. The other settings are done in the properties file only. 
 
The following table shows an event reader configuration used in this sizing example. Here the 
event reader is being set to poll the event source every two seconds for new or updated events. 
When a new event is detected, the event reader will then trigger your event enrichment policy. The 
event reader restriction filter determines which events are new and will be processed by the 
enrichment policy. Your event reader settings may vary depending on your event requirements and 
system capacities. However, these configurations will serve as a starting point for your tuning 
adjustments.   

 

 

General Settings Event Mapping 

Polling 
Interval 
(milliseconds) 

Startup 
Automatically 
when server 
starts 

Service 
Log 
Write to 
file 

Collect 
Reports 
Enable 
 

Event 
Matching 

Actions 

2000ms unselected selected unselected Test events 
with all filers 

Get 
updated 
events 

Table 1 Event Read Configuration 

 

The event reader default “maxtoreadperquery” and “maxqueuesize” sizes are 1000 and 2000 
events respectively. The queue size determines the maximum number of event records held in 
memory for event processing. The “maxtoreadperquery” setting determines the SQL record fetch 
size per query. The event reader will stop retrieving events when the maximum queue size is 
obtained. There is also a “queueSizeLowerLimit” when reached by the Event Processor processing 
the events from the EventReader EventQueue, the event reader will resume fetching events from 
the event source again. The “queueSizeLowerLimit” is calculated as 75% of the “maxqueuesize”, 
which is set at the default value of 1500. The default event reader fetch interval and fetch size is 
set at 3000ms and 1000 records.  

When a high volume of events are occurring in your environment, some adjustments to the event 
reader fetch interval, fetch size and maximum queue parameters may be needed to provide the 
Event Processor with the correct events flow to keep up with the event rate in your environment.  

 

Note here that if you experience momentary bursts or steady state event rates near or above your 
observed maximum event throughput processing capacity, changes to the event reader default 
settings may be necessary. The event processing throughput is directly related to the event reader 
polling interval and the number of records being read per the event reader SQL query of the event 
data source. At high event rates, adjustments need to be made to avoid over running your event 
reader. 
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Consider an event reader configured to poll the event source every 2 seconds while fetching 1000 
records, the reader is fetching 500 events for processing every second on an average.  If 600 
events per second are occurring in your environment, the event rate is over running the event 
reader by 100 events per second. In this state, you will experience some delay in the average 
events being read and processed by Netcool/Impact.  
 
For this overrun case, adjustments can be made to the event reader polling interval, the SQL fetch 
size and the maximum queue size. You will edit the event reader properties file located in the 
Netcool/Impact home “etc” directory. The file is called 
<instance_name>_<eventreadername>.props” where “instance_name” is your Impact server 
instance name and “eventreadername” is your event reader name in lower case. These 
adjustments must be performed for a single server and for all servers in your cluster. 
 
In these overrun adjustments, the event reader is being adjusted for a faster polling interval and a 
larger SQL fetch and queue sizes. Add or edit the following lines in the event reader properties file 
as follows: 
 

 impact.perftesteventreader.objectserver.maxtoreadperquery=2000 

 impact.perftesteventreader.objectserver.polltime=2000  

 mpact.perftesteventreader.maxqueuesize=4000 
 
In this example my event reader was called “PerfTestEventReader.”  You should use your event 
reader name instead (in lower case). 
 
 
 
These settings allows the event reader to fetch 2000 events for processing every second, thus out 
pacing the 600 events rate occurring in the environment.  The queue size is typically twice the size 
of the SQL fetch size. A restart of the Impact server is required. 
 

3.2.2 Event Processor Service Threads Tuning 

The Event Processor Service minimum and maximum thread setting controls the number of 
processing threads the service is allowed to handle the event load. The service uses a thread 
manager to set the number of active threads for your event load. The next table shows the event 
processor service configuration for the environment used in this sizing guide example.  
 

Event Processor Service 

Minimum 
Number of 
Threads 

Maximum 
Number of 
Threads 

Processing 
Throughput 
Maximize 

Tuning 
Configuration 
Maintain on 
Restart 

Service 
Log 
Write to 
file 

7 12 Selected Unselected Selected 

Table 2 Event Processor Service Configuration 

 

 
See the following Data Source Connection Pool and Event Processing Threads section for details 
on setting secondary clusters Event Processor Thread Manager parameters. 
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3.2.3 Data Source Connection Pool and Event Processor Service Thread Manager Tuning  

The data source maximum connection setting determines the maximum number of JDBC 
connections Netcool/Impact will make to a data source to query or update the data source. The 
updates typically occur when executing policies which use SQL functions like BatchUpdate, 
DirectSQL or ReturnEvent. The number of connections are managed by the Impact server to 
optimize the event load. The server will automatically adjust the number of connections up to the 
maximum connection pool size in order to maintain an optimal event processing throughput for the 
event load. 

The connection pool should be set to maintain the optimal event processing throughput for your 
environment. For your data source, you should set the connection pool size to handle the 
maximum event per second rate load that you are expecting in your environment. For example, you 
can determine this level by observing the number of events that are being enriched per second and 
make adjustments as necessary. This can be done by querying the event source to determine the 
number of unprocessed events. You can do this by adding an event processed flag to the object 
server “alerts.status” table. Your event enrichment policy would then update to flag when the event 
enrichment is complete. This total will give you an indication of the number of events that are being 
processed and if any adjustments are necessary. 

 Note here, you must also factor in the additional load on your database subsystem by the Impact 
server when increasing the connection pool size. This is because if your database server is 
overtaxed, it could have a negative performance affect. 

The Event Processor Service Thread Manager will adjust the total number of threads continuously 
as necessary to meet the demands of the event workload. The thread manager will start with the 
minimum number of Event Processor threads during server startup. But, if you have enabled the 
“Tuning Configuration – Maintain on Restart” option for the Event Processor service, the 
Thread Manager will start with the number of threads the Event Processor service was using 
before its previous shutdown. This can be any number between the Minimum and Maximum 
number of Event Processor threads. Consider your minimum expected event rate when making 
these adjustments. 

If your event rate is somewhat constant, you can set the minimum and maximum thread size 
setting to be the same value. This will turn off the Event Processor Thread Manager and maintain a 
constant number of threads to handle the event load. Also note that there will be a level of 
processing threads for which an event data source performance will decline or deteriorate. This will 
be level where the data source is being overtaxed.  

The maximum data source connection pool should be equal to or greater than the maximum event 
processor threads. This will prevent the Event Processor Service having to wait for a data source 
connection.  

 
The following table shows the data source connection pool sizing for DB2 and the Object Server for 
small to larger environment using the system configurations in this size guide. 

 

Data Source Maximum SQL Connection 

Object Server 30 

DB2 12 

  

Table 3 Data Source Connection Pool 

For a cluster setup, the connection pool sizes are automatically replicated to secondary servers. 
Each Impact server in the cluster will make its own connections to the event database as set by the 
connection pool settings. For example, a maximum connection pool size of 12 with 2 servers in the 
cluster, there can be 24 connections made by Impact. The connection pool size can be adjusted by 
editing the data source configuration from the Netcool/Impact UI.  
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The threads for each Event Processor Service on each cluster member are managed individually. 
You must set each secondary server Event Processor Service minimum and maximum thread 
count manually.  The Event Processor Service minimum and maximum threads are not 
automatically replicated to secondary servers. These settings must be added to the secondary 
event processor service properties file manually. This file is also located in the 
$IMPACT_HOME/etc directory. The file is called “<instance_name>_eventprocessor.props.” where 
“instance_name” is the name of your Impact instance. The secondary server has to be restarted for 
this change to take effect. Alternatively, you can use the Command Line Service to connect to the 
secondary server and issue commands to change the minimum or maximum number of Event 
Processor threads and also can stop and restart the Event Processor service. When updated via 
the Command Line Service, there is no need to restart the secondary server. Just restarting the 
Event Processor service will make use of the configuration updates. 
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APPENDIX 

Product Documentation and Impact Support Links 
 
 

 Tivoli Netcool/Impact Wiki 
 

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/wikis/home?lang=en#!/wiki/Tivoli%20Netcool
%20Impact/page/Home 

 

 Tivoli Netcool/Impact Documents 
 
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSSHYH/welcome?lang=en 

 

  Tivoli Netcool/Impact 7.1.0 Support 
 
http://www-
947.ibm.com/support/entry/portal/product/tivoli/tivoli_netcool~impact?productContext=-
69484059 
 

 IBM Pattern Modeling and Analysis Tool for Java Garbage Collector 
 

PMAT 
 
 

 

 
  

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/wikis/home?lang=en#!/wiki/Tivoli%20Netcool%20Impact/page/Home
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/wikis/home?lang=en#!/wiki/Tivoli%20Netcool%20Impact/page/Home
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSSHYH/welcome?lang=en
http://www-947.ibm.com/support/entry/portal/product/tivoli/tivoli_netcool~impact?productContext=-69484059
http://www-947.ibm.com/support/entry/portal/product/tivoli/tivoli_netcool~impact?productContext=-69484059
http://www-947.ibm.com/support/entry/portal/product/tivoli/tivoli_netcool~impact?productContext=-69484059
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/pmat
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Notices 
 

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. IBM may not offer 
the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local 
IBM representative for information on the products and services currently available in your area. 
Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that 
IBM product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or 
service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it 
is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or 
service. 
 
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this 
document. The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these patents. You can 
send license inquiries, in writing, to: 
 
IBM Director of Licensing 
IBM Corporation 
North Castle Drive 
Armonk, NY 10504-1785 U.S.A. 
 
For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM Intellectual 
Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to: 
 
Intellectual Property Licensing 
Legal and Intellectual Property Law 
IBM Japan, Ltd. 
1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi 
Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan 
 
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country where 
such provisions are inconsistent with local law: 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS 
IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT 
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY 
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
 
Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, 
therefore, this statement might not apply to you. 
 
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are 
periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of 
the publication. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the 
program(s) described in this publication at any time without notice. 
 
Any references in this information to non-IBM websites are provided for convenience only and do 
not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those websites. The materials at those websites are 
not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those websites is at your own risk. 
 
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate 
without incurring any obligation to you. 
 
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the 
exchange of information between independently created programs and other programs (including 
this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged, should contact: 
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IBM Corporation 
2Z4A/101 
11400 Burnet Road 
Austin, TX 78758 U.S.A. 
 
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some 
cases payment of a fee. 
 
The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available for it are 
provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License 
Agreement or any equivalent agreement between us. 
 
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, 
the results obtained in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some measurements 
may have been made on development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these 
measurements will be the same on generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurement 
may have been estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document 
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment. 
 
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their 
published announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products 
and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-
IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the 
suppliers of those products. 
 
All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without 
notice, and represent goals and objectives only. 
 
This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to change before 
the products described become available. 
 
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To 
illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, 
companies, brands, and products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the names 
and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is entirely coincidental. 
 
COPYRIGHT LICENSE: 
 
This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate 
programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute 
these sample programs in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, 
marketing or distributing application programs conforming to the application programming interface 
for the operating platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not 
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, 
serviceability, or function of these programs. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample 
programs in any form without payment to IBM for the purposes of developing, using, marketing, or 
distributing application programs conforming to IBM‘s application programming interfaces. 
 
Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work must include a 
copyright notice as follows: 
 
© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp. Sample 
Programs. © Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights reserved.  
 
If you are viewing this information in softcopy form, the photographs and color illustrations might 
not be displayed. 
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Trademarks 
 

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of International 
Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and 
service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. 

 
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the web at "Copyright and trademark 
information" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml. Other company, product, or service 
names may be trademarks or service marks of others. 
 
Microsoft, Windows and Windows NT are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the 
United States, other countries, or both. 
Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
Oracle and/or its affiliates. 
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other countries. 
Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or both. 
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. 

http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml
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